
The LSEG Knowledge Direct API seamlessly integrates all channels to deliver 
unrivalled financial content, optimised for your workflow.

Unrivalled cross-asset financial content, news and insight
Knowledge Direct is a scalable digital delivery platform that provides access to leading cross-asset content,  
news and insight.

It offers deep and timely company data across developed, emerging and frontier markets, access to global market 
pricing and Reuters news, broad economic time series content and fund performance data.

LSEG Knowledge  
Direct API – Digital Solutions
Transform the Web-based information services you deliver
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LSEG Knowledge Direct API – Digital Solutions

This is the essential information you need to power better decision making.
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LSEG Economic Indicators is a comprehensive collection of 
global economic content, with a clear emphasis on factors 
that affect global financial market performance. LSEG Data & 
Analytics is the exclusive provider of Reuters Polls and LSEG 
StarMine SmartEconomics consensus data, which provides 
analytics and predictive financial modelling designed to 
improve investment and trading decisions and help manage 
risk to achieve higher returns.

Spot global trends and opportunities, and 
perform deep investment analysis with 
company data that covers 99% of the 
world’s market cap. We provide access to 
the largest coverage of companies across 
an extensive portfolio of content, including 
fundamentals, LSEG I/B/E/S estimates, 
filings, events, business intelligence, 
corporate actions, transcripts, ownership 
and people.

Generate new investment ideas and take 
advantage of opportunities with our proprietary 
insights, analysis and ratings from LSEG Stock 
Reports Plus, LSEG ETF Reports Plus and  
other data sets.

Never miss financial, economic and 
geopolitical developments that drive 
prices and global markets. We offer 
in-depth insights for better financial 

decisions, real-time news in 13 languages, 
top news, significant developments and 

newsletters complemented by more than 
40 third-party news sources – including 

exclusive access to Reuters news.

Access global real-time feeds covering 
more than 350 exchange-traded and  

over-the-counter markets. This 
includes equity and futures pricing, 

foreign exchange data (including 
cryptocurrencies), LSEG indices, fixed 

income and commodities, complemented 
by intraday and historical time series.
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Optimised for your digital workflow
Optimised data solutions from exchanges, trading 
venues and liquidity pools worldwide are specifically 
designed for use in Web environments. Data is 
seamlessly integrated into your advisor desktop, 
employee intranet, customer-facing investment portals 
and online trading platforms.

Search
Easily search financial reference information by major 
international and local coding schemes for financial 
instruments.

Charts
Used to retrieve a wide range of technical charts and 
tabular displays, generated live. From 10 days’ intraday 
history to 20 years’ intraday history, with more than 25 
indicators available.

Quote list
Retrieve prices on multi-instrument and multi-field 
quote lists with a single request. Quote lists can be 
saved on the LSEG Data & Analytics server.

Portfolio tracker
Create, maintain, view and analyse portfolios and their 
multicurrency instruments using the latest prices and 
FX rates.

Scalable delivery and value-added service
Designed for digital portals and Web environments, 
including customers redistributing content on 
browser-based or mobile applications, Knowledge 
Direct provides simplified and cost-efficient delivery 
via industry-standard SOAP-based (XML/JSON) Web 
services. Our hosted environment offers different 
update frequencies, including streaming and snapshot 
as well as real-time, delayed and end-of-day data.

Customer and developer tools are also offered – 
these include a content catalogue and API examples 
to support rapid development, as well as a range of 
value-added capabilities and customised solutions 
delivered through our technical partners.


